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Text analysis, circa 2000
...Central to this effort was PhRMA president, CEO and top lobbyist Billy Tauzin, a longtime 
Democratic member of Congress who switched party affiliations after Republicans gained control of 
Congress in 1994. By switching parties Tauzin was able to maintain his influence and even rose to 
be Chairman of the House Committee on Energy & Commerce. Tauzin became the poster child of 
Washington's mercenary culture. He crafted a bill to provide prescription drug access to Medicare 
recipients, one that provided major concessions to the pharmaceutical industry. Medicare would not 
be able to negotiate for lower prescription drug costs and reimportation of drugs from first world 
countries would not be allowed. A few months after the bill passed, Tauzin announced that he was 
retiring from Congress and would be taking a job helming PhRMA for a salary of $2 million. 
Tauzin's job change became fodder for a campaign ad that then presidential candidate Barack 
Obama ran in the spring of 2008 simply titled "Billy." It featured the candidate, sleeves rolled up, 
talking to a salon of gasping Americans about the ways of Washington. "The pharmaceutical 
industry wrote into the prescription drug plan that Medicare could not negotiate with drug 
companies. And you know what, the chairman of the committee, who pushed the law through, went 
to work for the pharmaceutical industry making $2 million a year." The screen fades to black to 
inform the viewer that, "Barack Obama is the only candidate who refuses Washington lobbyist 
money," while the candidate continues his lecture, "Imagine that. That's an example of the same 
old game playing in Washington. You know, I don't want to learn how to play the game better, I 
want to put an end to the game playing." 
Aiding PhRMA in their outreach to Congress would be a squadron of lobbyists to push their health 
care reform priorities. Over the course of 2009, the drug industry trade group spent over $28 
million on in house and hired lobbyists. Aside from PhRMA's massive in-house lobbying operation, 
the trade group hired 48 outside lobbying firms. The total number of lobbyists working for PhRMA in 
2009 reached 165. Some 137 of those 165 lobbyists representing PhRMA were former employees of 
either the legislative or executive branches. Of these dozens were former congressional staffers 
including two former chiefs of staff to Max Baucus....

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCRO0g9CfAw
http://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/clientsum.php?lname=Pharmaceutical+Rsrch+%26+Mfrs+of+America&year=2009
http://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/clientsum.php?lname=Pharmaceutical+Rsrch+%26+Mfrs+of+America&year=2009
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Pros:  Big data, real-time, diverse topics
Cons: Noisy, unstructured, biased sample
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Can we do anything good
with these data?



• Applications
• Public Health
• Marketing
• Crisis Informatics

• Machine learning methods
• Learning from label proportions
• Deconfounded classification
• Domain adaptation
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Generating knowledge from Social Media
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Heaivilin et al. ’11
De Choudhury et al ’13, ..
Xu et al. ‘13
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Generating knowledge from Social Media

exercise <—>  mood
anxiety <—>  physical health
drinking    <—>   hostility

stop smoking ads —> increase in cessation attempts

causal knowledge? 
risk factors? 



“Nowcasting” from Social Media
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“Bieber fever”



Nowcasting Rate of Influenza-like Illness (ILI)
Classification:     simple keyword matching
                      Does tweet contain flu, cough, headache, sore throat?
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Nowcasting Rate of Influenza-like Illness (ILI)
Classification:     document classification

       logistic regression (~84% accuracy)
Headache,	cold	sniffles,	sore	throat,	

sick	in	the	tummy.	Oh	joy!!	:’	(	
are	you	ea<ng	fruit	breezers.	those	other	

the	yummy	ones	haha.	the	other	ones	
taste	like	well,	cough	drops	haha.	

fs(w,D) =

P
di
Pr(y = 1|di)
|D|

fh(w,D) =

P
di
1[Pr(y = 1|di) > 0.5]

|D|

     Aggregation:       % classified as positive examples



 r = 0.93
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Population A Population B

Obesity Rate ? ?

Afr.Am/Hispanic 45.3% 51.8%

Median Income $39K $42K

“tired”, “bored” 7% 3%

profanity 12% 6%

Does population health vary with  
language?
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Environment
Education 

Graduation Rate 
Unemployment 
Child Poverty 
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Rec. Facilities 
Healthy Foods 

Fast Food
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L.A. County

t=Affect 

t=Positive Emotion 

d=Self 

d=Social 
. 
. 
.

12%

10%

36%

17%

% of users who mention a word 
from this category

Linguistic Profile of each County

[160]

. . .    [100]



Held-out Correlation

No Insurance
Vehicle Mortality

Limited Healthy Food
Teen Births

Dentist Access
Obesity

Low Birth Weight
Diabetes

Rec Facilities
No socio-emotional support

Violent Crime
Fast Food

Primary Care
Child Poverty

Mammography
Poor Health

Single Parent
Chlamydia

Smokers
College

Drinking
Inactivity

Ambulatory Care
Unhealthy Days

HS Grad Rate
Unemployment

Mentally Unhealthy

-0.3 0 0.3 0.6
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Obesity Rate ? ?

Afr.Am/Hispanic 45.3% 51.8%

Median Income $39K $42K

“tired”, “bored” 7% 3%

profanity 12% 6%

34% 25%

Wayne Cty Kings Cty



Web-scale Observational Studies

Social'Media'

User'sampling'

Response'variable''
annota6on'

Explanatory'variable''
annota6on'

Hypothesis'
Tes6ng '

Computational social science [Lazar et al ’09; Hopkins & King ’10]

demographic inference



Do smoking cessation campaigns work?

with Sherry Emery (NORC)
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Forecasting Product Recalls

with Shreesh Kumara Bhat

https://arxiv.org/find/cs/1/au:+Bhat_S/0/1/0/all/0/1
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Forecasting Cyberbullying

with Libby Hemphill (Michigan) and Ping Liu



Eco-friendliness: 
truth vs. advertising vs. perception

with Jennifer Cutler (Northwestern) and Zhao Wang



Crisis Informatics

with Zahra Ashktorab (UMD), Christopher Brown (UT-Austin), 
Jit Nandi (CMU)



• Applications
• Public Health
• Marketing
• Crisis Informatics

• Machine learning methods 
• Learning from label proportions
• Deconfounded classification
• Domain adaptation
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Learning from Label Proportions
- Supervised classification assumes training data like:

But, this can be hard to get. 
Instead, LLP assumes training data like:

({ ~xj}nj=1, y)

(~x, y) y 2 {0, 1}

y 2 [0, 1]
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Deconfounded classification

terms label

confound

K
xij yi

zi

~xi yi

Build a classifier p(y|x) that is not influenced by z



Deconfounded classification

terms label

confound

K
xij yi

tweets

gender

smoker

zi

~xi yi

Build a classifier p(y|x) that is not influenced by z



Domain adaptation
- Machine learning assumes training and testing data 

come from same distribution.

- This is rarely true in practice.

Domain adaptation uses unlabeled test data to improve 
accuracy.

(~x, y) ⇠ Ptrain(X,Y ) (~x, y) ⇠ Ptest(X,Y )



Deep learning
We have developed deep learning algorithms for
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- domain adaptation
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Ethical Issues in AI / Web Research

Privacy:  What data can be collected? shared? with whom?

Consent:  Scientists are bound by ethical guidelines when 
conducting research involving humans.

Fairness:  When algorithms are used to make decisions about 
people, they must not discriminate based on protected classes 
of people (e.g., by gender, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, etc.).



July 2019 : The Federal Trade Commission has announced that Facebook will pay 
$5 billion to settle the charge that it broke a 2012 FTC order concerning the privacy 

of user data. And, as part of the settlement, Facebook has had to agree to a new 
management structure and new rules about how it manages user data.





Experiment: create fake Google profiles, then search for jobs
- - The only difference between profiles was gender

The male profiles were much more likely to be shown ads for a 
career coaching service for executive positions paying over 
$200,000. The Google ad network showed this ad to the male users 
more than 1800 times, but only about 300 times to women.



 AOL has released very private data about its users without their 
permission. While the AOL username has been changed to a random ID 
number, the abilitiy to analyze all searches by a single user will often lead 
people to easily determine who the user is, and what they are up to. The 
data includes personal names, addresses, social security numbers and 
everything else someone might type into a search box.





Ethics in AI Organizations

AI Ethics Lab                                            aiethicslab.com
AI4Good                                                     ai4good.org
AINOW                                             annowinstitute.org
Data & Society                                         datasociety.net
IIT AI Ethics Working Group                       ai.iit.edu/ethics

http://ai4good.org
http://annowinstitute.org
http://ai.iit.edu/ethics


Thanks!

aculotta@iit.edu
tapilab.github.io

mailto:aculotta@iit.edu

